
   
 

Resound (2005)    a sound documentary by Pete Stollery 
 
Resound uses a number of field recordings taken throughout the former Gordon district 
which forms a large part of the county of Aberdeenshire.  It is part of a larger project 
funded by the Gordon Forum for the Arts, which includes two pieces of acousmatic music 
(Still Voices and Fields of Silence) and a web site (Gordon Soundscape). All parts of the 
project celebrate the sonically rich and diverse aspects of the environment in 
Aberdeenshire. 
 
With Resound, like the rest of the project, I am trying to create an environment which 
examines a number of issues; our response to our aural environment, our sense of 
belonging to a particular place and our ability to remember through sound.  
 
As a composer and sound artist, living and working in the Gordon district and I am 
passionate about sound and how we experience sound in these visually oriented times. I 
work almost exclusively with technology – not synthesisers, or other electronic 
instruments, but with recorded sound. My instrument, if I have one, is the microphone. I 
search for sounds that interest me and I capture them through recording. Through my 
music and sound art and the focussing into sound, my intention is to make listeners 
more aware of their own immediate sonic environment. 
 
During 2005, I made a large number of field recordings in the Gordon district finding 
sounds which reflect the character of the area, its people and its environment. I also 
interviewed a number of people talking about sounds, particularly sounds which no 
longer exist. I found that people became quite animated, trying hard to recreate the 
sounds or describe them using onomatopoeia.  
 
In Resound I have taken portions of these interviews and placed them on top of a 
montage of field recordings made during 2005 – so we get sonic memories of threshing 
machines accompanied by the contemporary sounds of approaching combine harvesters. 
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